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Active with Kids
Discover Thule’s wide range of Active with Kids products, from multisport trailers and 
strollers to child bike seats and child carrier backpacks. Our carriers help you make the most 
of your active life – all while your kids are transported safely, easily and in style.
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Multisport Trailers
Thule multisport trailers are more 
than just trailers for 1 or 2 kids. 
Stylish, safe and very versatile, you 
can bike, stroll, jog or ski.

Bike Trailers
Bike trailer and stroller all in 
one. Up to two kids can travel 
in style in this safe and durable 
Thule bicycle trailer.

Child Bike Seats
Thule child bike seats are ideal 
for the daily commute or for 
family adventures. Safe, easy to 
use and comfortable whether 
the ride is short or long.

Strollers
Thule strollers simplify life for 
the active parent: From urban 
mobility to high performance 
sport.

Child Carrier Backpacks
Thule Sapling child carrier  
backpacks for carrying your  
precious cargo on the trail.

Share the experience 
 
At Thule we’re all about living an active lifestyle and 
enjoying to be outdoors. And we believe that you are  
too, also as a parent! That’s why we’ve developed  
a broad range of products that let you and your kids  
share your passions – whatever the season and  
wherever you want to go.

 
 Safety
 Thule designs products to meet or exceed international 

safety standards and our own rigorous internal testing 
ensures our products can handle the toughest conditions. 
When choosing Thule, have peace of mind knowing  
our products are one of the safest on the market.

 
 Ease of use
 Our products are designed by outdoor enthusiasts,  

many of whom are parents. That’s why we’ve included 
design features that enhance your experience and  
ensure our products are intuitive and easy to use.

 
 Perfect fit
 Our products are built to last and designed to be  

the perfect fit for both parent and child so they will  
be used again and again.
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 Multisport Trailers

4 Activities. 4 Seasons. 
1 Carrier.

Thule Chariot 
 
For 25 years, Thule has developed and designed multisport trailers, setting the standard  
for high-performing child carriers. Our focus on safety, comfort, and innovation has made 
Thule Chariot the preferred choice for parents around the world – from busy families to 
athletes, from urban parents to outdoor enthusiasts. 

With Thule Chariot, you and your kids can share your passions, whatever the season and 
wherever you want to go. Whether it’s strolling, biking, jogging, or cross-country skiing.  
Now we’re proud to introduce the brand new line of Thule Chariot multisport trailers, allowing 
you to stay active and bring your kids along all year round. 

Child comfort
Your child will love Thule Chariot, with its comfortably padded seats and suspension that 
ensures a smooth, stable, and enjoyable ride on di�erent pathway conditions. Reclining seats, 
featured on most Thule Chariot trailers, can be used for on-the-go naps also during biking. 
Sunshade along with protection against wind, water, and even bugs, let you control and 
optimize the climate in the child cockpit.

Parent comfort
Thule Chariot is easy and intuitive to use for the parent, with plenty of storage space, an 
adjustable handlebar, hand-activated brakes, and a generous kick stride. Conversion between 
activities is quick and easy – you can change from strolling to biking, jogging, or even cross-
country skiing in seconds, and count on great performance for every activity. It comes with  
a simple, compact fold too, making Thule Chariot easy to bring on your travels and to store.

Safety and sustainability
Nothing is more important than your child. And no priority is higher than their safety.  
Thule Chariot delivers a safe and secure ride for all children, from newborns to preschoolers. 
You can rest assured that our multisport trailers meet the most stringent safety standards, 
with features such as built-in roll cage and 5-point safety harness to ensure your child’s safety. 
In addition, the main fabrics used are bluesign® and OEKO-TEX® approved. We’ve put a lot 
of e�ort into ensuring a sustainable supply chain of raw materials. The new Thule Chariot 
multisport trailers are easy to service and maintain, with parts that can be replaced, to make 
sure that your Thule Chariot will truly last a lifetime.
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10202002
Roarange/Dark Shadow

10202004
Roarange/Dark Shadow

10202001
Thule Blue/Poseidon

10202003
Thule Blue/Poseidon

10203001
Blue Grass/Black

10203002
Blue Grass/Black

10201001
Thule Blue/Black

10201002
Chartreuse/Mykonos

10201003
Thule Blue/Black

10201004
Chartreuse/Mykonos

10204001
Chartreuse/Dark Shadow

Thule Chariot Sport Thule Chariot Cross

Thule Chariot Cab

Thule Chariot Lite
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Multisport Trailers - Line at-a-Glance
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Thule Blue/Black

10201002
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10201003
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10201004
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The flexible training partner 
Thule Chariot Sport is designed to excel in every aspect, from ease of use and clever features 
to safety and durability. It is a stylish training partner that makes it easy and fun to stay active 
all year round, and it is a multisport trailer that lets you enjoy outdoor activities together with 
your child. Whether it’s jogging, biking, strolling, or cross- country skiing, Thule Chariot Sport 
will exceed your expectations. When choosing a Thule Chariot, you can rest assured that it 
has been rigorously tested and meets or exceeds all global standards. 

High performance 
Thule’s highest- performing and most versatile multisport trailer, Thule Chariot Sport is made 
from premium materials and rich in features without adding any unnecessary weight. The 
adjustable handlebar can be set to perfectly suit your height and pushing style, and the 
hand- activated disc brake responds quickly and safely. For increased kick stride when using 
Thule Chariot Sport as a jogger, simply stow away the cargo bag and you’ll have plenty of 
room to run. Temperature and shade are easily controlled in the Climate Control Cockpit, 
just like protection from wind, rain, snow, or bugs; you can be confident that your child will 
have a pleasant ride in any condition. The fully padded reclining seat is another feature that 
enhances the child comfort, and the adjustable, lightweight suspension guarantees a smooth 
and stable ride both on and o� road. Thule Chariot Sport comes with a simple, compact fold, 
making it easy to store and transport. 

Thule Chariot Sport
The ultimate trailer, jogger, and stroller with great 
performance, comfort, and style for athletes and 
their kids.

Kits sold 
seperately

Kits included

Thule Chariot Sport
Multisport Trailers Multisport Trailers

Hand- activated disc brake – for 
increased control on steeper  
terrain and while running

Reclining seat – one- hand recline. 
For the double carrier, seats
recline independently

XL cargo space – can be stored 
away for increased kick stride  
while jogging

Thule Click n’ Store – convenient 
on- board storage of strolling, 
jogging, and cycling kit while 
changing between activities

Compact fold – makes it easy to 
bring the carrier with you

Adjustable suspension – 
ensures a smooth ride

Thule VersaWing system – enables 
quick and easy conversion between 
activities, regardless of the kit used

Climate Control Cockpit – 
with removable windows 
and multi- position sunshade

4 activities – designed to 
excel when you bike, jog, 
stroll, and ski

Extra- comfortable and fully 
padded seats – removable 
and easy to clean
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10202002
Roarange/Dark Shadow

10202001
Thule Blue/Poseidon

10202004
Roarange/Dark Shadow

10202003
Thule Blue/Poseidon

Thule Chariot Cross – Roarange/Dark Shadow Thule Chariot Cross – Thule Blue/Poseidon
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Share the experience 

Thule Chariot Cross gives you the freedom to enjoy almost any outdoor adventure with your 
child. It is designed for active families who want a versatile, tough, and stylish carrier, and who 
love being outdoors all year round. Whether it’s strolling, biking, jogging, or cross- country 
skiing, with Thule Chariot Cross you can bring your child along and share your passions.

Comfort and versatility 
Comfort is key, both for the parent and for the child. That’s why Thule Chariot Cross features 
an adjustable handlebar to suit each parent, extra legroom for comfortable running, and a 
padded reclining seat for your child to enjoy on- the- go naps. The child cockpit o�ers 
protection from sun, rain, snow, wind, and bugs, while the padded 5- point harness and built- in 
roll cage ensure a safe ride. Thanks to the adjustable suspension, you will experience a smooth 
ride on di�erent pathway conditions and with di�erent loads.

The Thule VersaWing system makes conversion from biking to strolling or jogging fast and 
uncomplicated, allowing you to quickly change between activities. An extra large cargo bag 
provides additional space for what you need to bring. When you use Thule Chariot Cross 
as a jogger, the cargo bag can be stowed up to give you plenty of room for natural jogging. 
Thule Chariot Cross is easy to store and to transport too, with a simple fold and automatic 
fold- lock. 

Thule Chariot Cross
The allround trailer, jogger, and stroller, o�ering comfort 
and flexibility for families with an active lifestyle.

Thule Chariot Cross
Multisport Trailers Multisport Trailers

Kits sold 
seperately

Kits included

Adjustable suspension – 
ensures a smooth ride

Thule VersaWing system – enables 
quick and easy conversion between 
activities, regardless of the kit used

Thule Click n’ Store – convenient 
on- board storage of strolling, 
jogging, and cycling kit while 
changing between activities

Compact fold – makes it easy to 
bring the carrier with you

Reclining seat – one- hand recline. 
For the double carrier, seats
recline independently

XL cargo space – can be stored 
away for increased kick stride  
while jogging

Comfortable padded seats – 
removable and easy to clean

4 activities – designed to 
excel when you bike, jog, 
stroll, and ski
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10203001
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Blue Grass/Black

Thule Chariot Lite – Blue Grass/Black
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Easy to use, easy to bring with you 

Thule Chariot Lite is a sporty, easy- to- use stroller for everyday use, and also a multisport 
trailer that allows you to enjoy many activities together with your child. In one simple step 
the stroller transforms into a city-jogger or bike trailer, or even a ski pulk. Thule Chariot Lite 
comes with many great features. As a parent, you’ll love the handlebar that can be adjusted 
to perfectly suit your height and pushing style, and also the simple fold that makes  
Thule Chariot Lite so easy to bring on your travels and store. The suspension ensures a 
smooth ride for both parent and child. 

Safe and secure  
With Thule Chariot Lite, you know that your child has a safe and secure ride in any condition. 
The carrier is designed to prevent your child from coming to harm, and includes a 5-point 
safety harness and built-in roll cage. Sitting comfortably in a padded seat in the child cockpit, 
your child will be protected from the elements. Come sun, rain, wind, or snow (or bugs!) – 
your child will have a pleasant ride. Safety is Thule’s number one priority and we thoroughly 
test all our products, both in the Thule Test Center™ and in the real world. Constructed with 
focus on safety and durability in every detail, Thule Chariot Lite is a solid carrier that will 
stand the test of time.

Thule Chariot Lite
The lightweight trailer, jogger, and stroller, designed 
for everyday activities.

Thule Chariot Lite
Multisport Trailers Multisport Trailers

Kits sold 
seperately

Kits included

4 activities – designed to 
excel when you bike, jog, 
stroll, and ski

Compact fold – makes it easy to 
bring the carrier with you

Thule Click n’ Store – convenient 
on-board storage of strolling 
and cycling kit while changing 
between activities

Suspension – makes  
the ride comfortable for 
both parent and child

Thule VersaWing system – enables 
quick and easy conversion between 
activities, regardless of the kit used
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Everywhere, every day… 

To and from day care. To the grocery store and back. A trip to the park or to the playground. 
Thule Chariot Cab is the ideal everyday carrier for families on the go. Thanks to its robust 
construction it will withstand daily wear and tear as well as changing weather conditions.  
For increased durability, Thule Chariot Cab has a hard plastic bottom, providing your child 
with a firm step when getting into the carrier. During the ride, both parent and child will 
benefit from the adjustable suspension, making the experience smooth and comfortable.  
Use Thule Chariot Cab as a versatile bike trailer or convert it into a stroller in just one simple 
step. Add a jogging kit or even a cross- country ski kit to extend its use even further.  

…with room for it all  
Thule Chariot Cab is designed with the busy family in mind, o�ering plenty of space for 
cargo and also for taller children. As Thule’s tallest multisport trailer, Thule Chariot Cab is 
equipped with XL seats and increased sitting height. The padded, reclining seats add extra 
comfort so that your child can take a nap during the stroll or bike ride. When you want to 
take a lot of gear with you, you can count on the XXL cargo bag. Thanks to the generous 
load capacity, Thule Chariot Cab is also suitable for longer trips.

Thule Chariot Cab
The robust and roomy trailer for daily commutes for 
the busy family.

Thule Chariot Cab
Multisport Trailers Multisport Trailers

Kits sold 
seperately

Kits included

XL seat – increased sitting height 
to accommodate taller children

Adjustable suspension – 
ensures a smooth ride

Thule VersaWing system – enables 
quick and easy conversion between 
activities, regardless of the kit used

4 activities – designed to 
excel when you bike, jog, 
stroll, and ski

Thule Click n’ Store – convenient 
on-board storage of strolling 
and cycling kit while changing 
between activities

Reclining seat – convenient 
one-hand recline. Seats recline 
independently

Comfortable padded seats – partly 
removable and easy to clean

XXL cargo space – allows you 
to bring more gear
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Thule Chariot Jogging Kit 
Convert your Thule Chariot multisport trailer into 

a high performance jogging stroller. 

 
Thule Chariot Infant Sling 
20201504 - Padded sling for your baby’s  

lateral support and maximum stability.     

(Age 1–10 Months)                      

 
Thule Chariot Cross-Country 
Skiing Kit
20201401 - Convert your Thule Chariot 

multisport trailer into a cross-country ski pulk.

 
Thule Baby Supporter
20101001 - Padded sides and head support to 

ensure your baby sits comfortably upright.

(Age 6–18 Months)   

 
Thule Bunting Bag 
20101002 - Insulated for warmth with a fleece 

liner and adjustable hood. 

(Age Newborn – 2 years old)   

 
Thule Cargo Rack 
Add convenient cargo storage to your  

Thule child carrier.

 
Thule Console 
Add a zippered pocket and built in cup holder to 

your Thule child carrier.

 
Thule Chariot Lock Kit
20201506 - Lock your Thule Chariot trailer to 

the bike.        

 
Thule Chariot Brake Kit
20201505 - Add hand activated band brakes 

to the rear wheels of your Thule Chariot for 

increased control.

 
Thule Chariot Padding
Add a liner to the seat for increased comfort and 

easy maintenance.

 
Thule Hydration Cage
20201510 - Provides the convenience of having 

your water bottle attached to your Thule   

child carrier.

Multisport Trailers - Conversion kits Multisport Trailers - Accessories for added convenience and storageMultisport Trailers - Accessories for child comfort
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Multisport Trailers - Accessories for the bike Multisport Trailers - Accessory for protection of the carrier

 
Thule Axle Mount ezHitch™
20100796/20110720 - Allows for your Thule child 

carrier to be used on a second bike.     

 
Thule Bike Adapters
Accessories to make using the bicycle trailer kit 

quick and simple. For details visit thule.com

 
Thule Storage Cover
20100784 - Durable fabric cover protects your 

Thule child carrier while not in use. 
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 Strollers

Share your passion for jogging 
and walking 
With Thule jogging strollers, you’re free to enjoy and share your passion for walking or 
running with your child. Whether you prefer a high-performance model for more serious 
runners or a more maneuverable all-rounder to suit urban environments, you’ll find  
the perfect lightweight stroller for you and your child to enjoy your activity together.  
Safely, comfortably, and stylishly.

Speed and performance? Or urban mobility? 
The choice is yours. You can go for a high-performance jogging stroller with an aerodynamic 
design, allowing you to get the most out of your run on any terrain, with a front wheel built 
for speed in a fixed position. For urban areas or jogging on your favorite path, how about an 
all-round jogging stroller? The front wheel can swivel for easy maneuverability when you’re  
in busy areas, and there’s also a large storage compartment with a water-resistant cover.
 

Safety and comfort for you and your child
Our lightweight jogging strollers are designed and built for speed. But there’s nothing 
lightweight about the comfort and safety features. Your child gets a smooth, comfortable  
ride thanks to the rear suspension and the canopy that protects them from the weather.  
Most importantly, every Thule stroller meets the most stringent safety standards with  
features such as a 5-point safety harness to ensure your child’s security.to keep your  
goods safely in place and minimize the risk of losing things.
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10101905
Thule Blue

10101904
Mars

10101902
Dark Shadow

10101903
Dark Shadow

10101906
Mars

10101907
Thule Blue

10101901
Dark Shadow

Thule Urban Glide Thule Urban Glide 2 Thule Glide

Stro
llers

Strollers - Line at-a-Glance
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10101902
Dark Shadow

10101905
Thule Blue

10101904
Mars

Thule Urban Glide 
Thule Blue

Thule Urban Glide 
Dark Shadow

Thule Urban Glide 
Mars
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Thule Bassinet 
20110724 - Thule Bassinet transforms your  
Thule sport stroller into a pram. For infants  
aged 0–6 months. 

Add to your  
Thule Urban Glide

Thule Urban Glide
Strollers

Stroll and jog in style with a light weight sport stroller

Thule Urban Glide sports stroller has a modern and lightweight design making 
it perfect for urban mobility, ideal for an active family. With a swivel front wheel 
for strolling and a locking front wheel for jogging, changing activities is as easy 
as turning a knob.

Comfort for the parent and comfort for your child 
Thule Urban Glide focuses on giving both children and parents the best 
experience independent if you are going out to run errands or going to the 
beach to relax. Your child will be comfortable for on the go naps with the 
help of a vented reclining seat and a follow-the-sun canopy that protects 
your child from the elements. You will find the carrier easy to use with its light 
weight design and a simple one hand compact fold, that makes it easy to 
transport and store the carrier. Design a carrier that fit your lifestyle the carrier 
is equipped with 16” wheels and suspension to also make it easy to stroll on 
the beach or on a rougher terrain. Paying attention to details the carrier comes 
with an enclosed storage compartment to keep your goods safely in place and 
minimize the risk of losing things.

Thule Urban Glide
Thule Urban Glide is an all-round sports stroller with a sleek 
and lightweight design making it perfect for urban mobility 
or jogging on your favorite path.

Strollers

Padded seat with vented top 
reclines to a near flat position 
for on-the-go naps 

Swivel front wheel for easy 
maneuverability, locks into 
place for jogging 

Rear suspension for a smooth 
and comfortable ride

Ergonomic handlebar with a range 
of heights for parent’s comfort 

Large storage compartment with 
zippered water resistant cover 

One-handed compact fold for 
storing and transporting 

Multi-position canopy for added 
protection with view-in roof port 
to see your child 
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10101903
Dark Shadow

10101906
Mars

10101907
Thule Blue

10101901 
Dark Shadow 

20110724 
Dark Shadow 
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Thule Urban Glide 2 

Thule Urban Glide 2 is an all-round sports stroller 
with a sleek and lightweight design making it perfect 
for urban mobility or jogging on your favorite path.

FEATURES

• Swivel front wheel for easy maneuverability, locks into place for jogging

• Ergonomic handlebar with a range of heights for parent’s comfort

• Rear suspension for a smooth and comfortable ride

• Padded seat with vented top reclines to a near flat position for  
on-the-go naps

• One-handed compact fold for storing and transporting

• Hand activated dynamic brakes for increased control on steeper terrain

• Large storage compartment with zippered water resistant cover

• Multi-position canopy for added protection with view-in roof port  
to see your child

Thule Glide 

Thule Glide is a high performance sports stroller 
with a lightweight aerodynamic design, allowing 
you to get the most out of your run on any terrain.

FEATURES

• Fixed front wheel included

• Ergonomic handlebar with a range of heights for parent’s comfort

• Rear suspension for a smooth and comfortable ride

• Padded seat with vented top reclines to a near flat position for  
on-the-go naps

• Multi-position canopy for added protection with view-in roof port  
to see your child

• One-handed compact fold for storing and transporting

Thule Bassinet 

Thule Bassinet transforms your Thule  
sport stroller into a pram. For infants aged  
0-6 months.

FEATURES

• Easy click-in installation and removal

• Fold flat for compact storage

• Mesh cover for protection from sun, wind, and insects

• Compatible with Thule Glide / Thule Urban Glide 1 /  
Thule Urban Glide 2

Strollers Strollers Strollers - Accessories

Thule Rain Cover -  
Glide/Urban Glide 
Protective Rain Cover for your Thule child carrier.

Thule Mesh Cover -  
Glide/Urban Glide
Protective Mesh Cover for your Thule child 

carrier.

Thule Snack Tray
20110717 - Add a snack tray with cup holder  

to your Thule sport stroller. Perfect for snacks 

and drinks.

 
Thule Bunting Bag 
20101002 - Insulated for warmth with a fleece 

liner and adjustable hood. 

(Age Newborn – 2 years old)   

 
Thule Console 
Add a zippered pocket and built in cup holder to 

your Thule child carrier.

Thule Infant Car Seat Adapter - 
Glide/Urban Glide
20110713 - Turn your Thule child carrier into a 

travel system with the secure attachment of an 

infant car seat.
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12080203
Snow White

12080201
Obsidian

12020232
Blue

12020212
Blue

12020235
Silver

12080204
Aquamarine

12020237
White

12020215
Silver

12020231
Black

12020253
Ocean

12080202
Momentum

12020217
White

12080205
Vibrant Orange

12020211
Black

12020230
Ocean

100110
Light Grey

100109
Dark Grey

100111
Zinnia

100106
Dark Grey

100107
Light Grey

100108
Zinnia

Thule RideAlong Thule RideAlong Lite 

Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi Thule Yepp Maxi  

Thule Yepp Maxi  

C
hild B

ike Seats

Rack-mounted Child Bike Seats - Line at-a-Glance

Frame-mounted Child Bike Seats - Line at-a-Glance

 Child Bike Seats
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12020113
Ocean

12020105
Silver

12020102
Blue

12020107
White

12020101
Black

12080105
Vibrant Orange

12080101
Obsidian

12080103
Snow White

12080104
Aquamarine

12080102
Momentum

100105
Zinnia

100103
Dark Grey

100104
Light Grey

Thule RideAlong MiniThule Yepp Nexxt Mini Thule Yepp Mini 

C
hild B

ike Seats

Front-mounted Child Bike Seats - Line at-a-Glance
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12080201
Obsidian

12080203
Snow White

12080204
Aquamarine

12080202
Momentum

12080205
Vibrant Orange

C
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Daily bike rides with your child – in style

The lightweight Thule Yepp Nexxt child bike seats let you and your child enjoy everyday bike 
rides together – safely, easily, and in style. Its unique design is inspired by modern bike helmets, 
which has resulted in very lightweight and comfortable seats with a stylish, sporty look.

The rear-mounted Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi provides a stable and secure ride for your child, 
from baby (from 9 months*) until pre-school (up to 6 years/22 kg). Thanks to the padded and 
shock-absorbing seat materials your child sits comfortably in the seat, while the adjustable foot 
rests and harness ensure a perfect fit as he/she grows. The smart and easily adjusted universal 
fitting system makes Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi quick and easy to mount/dismount on virtually 
any rear rack with a load capacity of minimum 25 kg.

Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi comes with an innovative 5-point safety harness with a smart magnetic 
safety buckle. Once your child is seated, the magnetic buckle will snap the harness into place 
and you’ll be on your way in seconds, knowing that your child is safe and comfortable.

* Consult a pediatrician for children under 1 year old

Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi
Light-weight and safe rear-rack-mounted child bike seat 
with a contemporary design, providing premium comfort 
for your child.

Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi
Child Bike Seats Child Bike Seats

Thule Yepp Nexxt Rear Light
12080905 - Rear light for added visibility and  
safety, easily attached to Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi  
by replacing the built-in reflector.

Add to your  
Thule Yepp Nexxt

Added visibility thanks to built-in 
reflector, which can be replaced by 
a rear light (sold separately)

Maximum child comfort and a safe, 
custom fit thanks to the adjustable 
padded 5-point harness

Very quick, easy, and convenient 
securing of your child with the 
magnetic childproof safety buckle

Ensures a perfect fit as your child 
grows thanks to adjustable foot 
rests and foot straps

Provides a smooth ride for your 
child in the soft and shock-
absorbing seat

Quick and easy mounting 
of the child bike seat on 
your bike’s rear rack

Easy to clean and to keep dry 
due to the seat’s water-repellent 
materials

Light-weight yet sturdy seat 
combining a hard outer shell 
with soft padding for premium 
child comfort
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12080101
Obsidian

12080103
Snow White

12080104
Aquamarine

12080102
Momentum

12080105
Vibrant Orange

C
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Share the view with your little one

The front-mounted Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini shares the same contemporary design as 
Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi and comes with a range of user-friendly features and solutions to 
make your daily commutes a breeze. Designed and tested for children from 9 months* to  
3 years old (up to 15 kg), this seat is ideal for bringing your little one for the ride.

This light-weight and stylish child bike seat can be mounted and dismounted from your  
bike in seconds thanks to the universal quick-release bracket. And by using an additional 
adapter, you can easily transfer the seat from one bike to another.

Getting your child in and out of the seat is easy since Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini has been 
equipped with an innovative 5-point safety harness with a smart magnetic childproof  
safety buckle.

The padded and shock-absorbing seat materials ensure a safe and comfortable ride.  
To make the ride even more comfortable for your little one, Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini can  
be equipped with handlebar padding and a windscreen (sold separately).

* Consult a pediatrician for children under 1 year old

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini
Light-weight and stylish front-mounted child bike seat  
with smart design for rides around town.

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini
Child Bike Seats Child Bike Seats

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini 
SlimFit Adapter
12080402 - Quickly transfer  
Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini  
between multiple bikes  
by using an additional  
SlimFit Adapter. 

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini 
Windscreen
12080903 - Windscreen  
made from clear, sturdy  
and completely transparent 
material, providing shelter  
from wind and insects.

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini 
Handlebar Padding
12080901 - This soft  
handlebar padding allows  
your child to rest their head  
comfortably during the ride.

Add to your  
Thule Yepp Nexxt 
Mini

Your child can place their hands 
on the comfortable handle bar 
during the ride

Seat can be mounted/dismounted  
from bike in seconds with the universal 
quick-release bracket, fitting both  
normal and ahead stems

Maximum child comfort and a safe, 
custom fit thanks to the adjustable  
padded 5-point harness

Very quick, easy, and convenient 
securing of your child with the 
magnetic childproof safety buckle

Ensures a perfect fit as 
your child grows thanks to 
adjustable foot rests and 
foot straps

Provides a smooth ride for your 
child in the soft and shock-
absorbing seat

Easy to clean and to keep dry 
due to the seat’s water-repellent 
materials

Light-weight yet sturdy seat 
combining a hard outer shell 
with soft padding for premium 
child comfort
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12020113
Ocean

12020102
Blue

12020105
Silver

12020101
Black

12020107
White

12020235 Silver
12020215 Silver (EF)

12020232 Blue
12020212 Blue (EF)

12020237 White
12020217 White (EF)

12020231 Black
12020211 Black (EF)

12020253 Ocean
12020230 Ocean (EF)

C
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Child Bike Seats

Thule Yepp Maxi
Smart and functional child bike seat with  
a personality, designed for everyday rides.

FEATURES

• Maximum child comfort and a safe, custom fit thanks to  
the adjustable padded 5-point harness

• Your child sits comfortably in the soft and shock-absorbing seat 

• Your child is quickly and easily secured with the childproof safety buckle

• Ensures a perfect fit as your child grows thanks to adjustable  
foot rests and foot straps

• Frame mounting: Easy mounting of the child bike seat on the frame  
of your bike 

EasyFit rack mounting (EF): Quick and easy mounting of the child  
bike seat on your bike. Fits rear bike racks with an EasyFit window, or  
racks equipped with Thule Yepp Maxi EasyFit Adapter (sold separately)

• Added visibility thanks to built-in reflector and safety light  
attachment point

• Easy to clean and to keep dry due to the seat’s water-repellent  
materials

  

Thule Yepp Mini
Soft and sturdy child bike seat, giving your  
child a safe and comfortable ride on the front  
of your bike.

FEATURES

• Maximum child comfort and a safe, custom fit thanks to  
the adjustable padded 5-point harness

• Your child sits comfortably in the soft and shock-absorbing seat

• Your child is quickly and easily secured with the childproof  
safety buckle

• Ensures a perfect fit as your child grows thanks to adjustable  
foot rests and foot straps 

• Your child can place their hands on the comfortable handle bar  
during the ride

• Easy mounting of the child bike seat on your bike; compatible with  
most bike models

• Easy to clean and to keep dry due to the seat’s water-repellent  
materials
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100106
Dark Grey

100107
Light Grey

100108
Zinnia
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Thule RideAlong

Everyday bike rides made easy 

Smart and intuitive installation 
With Thule RideAlong child bike seat, it’s easier than ever to bring the kids along for  
a bike ride. The seat’s quick-release bracket makes it super-easy and quick to install.  
The bracket is mounted with bolts from the front, where there’s free space to use a tool. 
Once the bracket is mounted, the seat clicks into position and is ready for use in seconds.

Comfort and safety for your child
Thule RideAlong o�ers soft premium padding and easy adjustment of the harness and  
foot rests, this ensures that your child has a comfortable and safe ride.

If the bike is leant against a wall, Thule RideAlong’s unique, integrated protection wings  
will safeguard your child’s hands. The protection wings create a space from the wall, 
reducing the risk of the child´s hand getting squeezed.

Convenience and ease of use for you
Thule RideAlong is convenient and easy to use for the parent. It features simple,  
one-hand seat adjustments, easily removable and machine-washable padding and  
harness, plus lockable quick-release bracket for protection against theft.

Child Bike Seats
Thule RideAlong
Classic, safe and easy-to-use reclining child bike 
seat, taking your daily commutes and family bike 
adventures to the next level.

Child Bike Seats

Add to your  
Thule RideAlong

Thule RideAlong  
Low Saddle Adapter 
100300 - Allows  
Thule RideAlong to be  
used on bikes with low  
saddles.

Thule RideAlong  
Rear Bike Seat  
Quick Release Bracket 
100202 - Quickly transfer  
Thule RideAlong between multiple  
bikes by using an additional  
Quick Release Bracket.

Thule RideAlong  
Padding
Personalize your  
Thule RideAlong with a  
dual-color replacement  
padding. 

Added visibility with built-in reflector 
and safety light attachment point

Ensures a perfect fit as your 
child grows thanks to the single-
hand adjustable foot rests and 
foot straps

Integrated protection wings 
safeguard your child’s hands when 
the bike is leaned against a wall

Maximum child comfort and a safe, 
custom fit thanks to the adjustable 
padded 3-point harness

Your child is quickly 
and easily secured 
with a childproof 
safety buckle with 
large buttons

Smooth, comfortable ride 
for your child due to the 
DualBeam suspension system 
that absorbs road shock

Seat can be mounted/dismounted from bike in seconds 
with the universal quick-release bracket, fitting most 
bike frames (27.2-40 mm diameter round frames and 
maximum 40 x 55 mm oval frames)

Detachable, water-repellent 
padding is machine-washable 
and reversible

Comfortable for on-the-go  
naps with five di�erent  
reclining options
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100110
Light Grey

100109
Dark Grey

100111
Zinnia

100103
Dark Grey

100104
Light Grey

100105
Zinnia
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Child Bike Seats

Thule RideAlong Mini
Comfortable and durable front child bike seat for 
safe, easy, and enjoyable rides, letting your child 
share the view with you.

FEATURES

• Maximum child comfort and a safe, custom fit thanks to the adjustable 
padded 5-point harness

• Your child is quickly and easily secured with a childproof safety buckle 
with large buttons

• Ensures a perfect fit as your child grows thanks to the single-hand 
adjustable foot rests and foot straps

• Your child can place their hands on the comfortable handle bar during 
the ride

• Seat can be mounted/dismounted from bike in seconds with the 
universal quick-release bracket, fitting both normal and ahead stems

• Detachable, water-repellent padding is machine-washable and 
reversible

Thule RideAlong Lite
Robust and reliable rear-mounted child bike seat 
designed for daily commutes and adventures  
around town.

FEATURES

• Your child rides safely with the adjustable 3-point harness

• Smooth, comfortable ride for your child due to the DualBeam suspension 
system that absorbs road shock

• Your child is quickly and easily secured with a childproof safety buckle  
with a large button

• Integrated protection wings safeguard your child’s hands when the bike  
is leaned against a wall

• Ensures a perfect fit as your child grows thanks to the single-hand  
adjustable foot rests and foot straps

• Seat can be mounted/dismounted from bike in seconds with the universal 
quick-release bracket, fitting most bike frames (27.2-40 mm diameter  
round frames and maximum 40 x 55 mm oval frames)

• Added visibility thanks to built-in reflector and safety light attachment point

• Water-repellent padding is easy to keep clean
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100401 
Light Grey/Orange

100402
Dark Grey/Purple

100403 
Light Grey/Orange

100404
Dark Grey/Purple
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Child Bike Seats - Accessories for child comfort Child Bike Seats - Accessories for added convenience

 
Thule Yepp Mini Handlebar Padding   
The soft handlebar padding with cuddly toy allows 

your child to rest their head comfortably during  

the ride.

 
Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini Handlebar 
Padding
12080901 - The soft handlebar padding allows your 

child to rest their head comfortably during the ride.

 
Thule Yepp Mini Windscreen
12020906 - Made from clear, sturdy and 

completely transparent material, the 

Thule Yepp Mini Windscreen shelters your  

child from wind and insects. 

 
Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini 
Windscreen
12080903 - Made from clear, sturdy and 

completely transparent material, the 

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini Windscreen shelters  

your child from wind and insects.

 
Thule RideAlong Mini Handlebar 
Padding
100406 - The soft handlebar padding allows 

your child to rest their head comfortably during 

the ride.

 
Thule RideAlong Mini Windscreen
100405 - Made from clear, sturdy and completely 

transparent material, the Thule RideAlong Mini 

Windscreen shelters your child from wind and 

insects.

 
Thule RideAlong Padding
Personalize your Thule RideAlong with a dual-

color replacement padding. 

 
Thule RideAlong Mini Padding
Personalize your Thule RideAlong Mini with a 

dual-color replacement padding.

 
Thule Yepp Nexxt Rear Light
12080905 - Rear light for added visibility and 

safety, easily attached to Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi 

by replacing the built-in reflector. 

 
Thule Yepp Maxi Delight 2
12020917 - Rear light for added visibility and 

safety, easily attached to Thule Yepp Maxi. 
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12020410
Silver

12020409
Black
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Child Bike Seats - Accessories for the bike

 
Thule RideAlong Rear Bike Seat 
Quick Release Bracket  
100202 - Quickly transfer Thule RideAlong 

between multiple bikes by using an additional 

Quick Release Bracket. (Fits both  

Thule RideAlong and Thule RideAlong Lite.)

 
Thule Yepp Maxi EasyFit Adapter
Allows Thule Yepp Maxi to be installed on  

any bike with a rear rack with a load capacity  

of 25 kg.

 
Thule Yepp Maxi Frame Adapter
12020401 - Easily transfer Thule Yepp Maxi between 

multiple bikes by using an additional frame adapter. 

 
Thule RideAlong Low Saddle 
Adapter 
100300 - Allows Thule RideAlong to be used  

on bikes with low saddles.

 
Thule RideAlong Mini Quick 
Release Bracket
100201 - Quickly transfer Thule RideAlong Mini 

between multiple bikes by using an additional 

Quick Release Bracket. 

 
Thule Yepp Mini Ahead Adapter 
12020402 - Allows Thule Yepp Mini to be 

installed on bikes with ahead stems.

 
Thule Yepp Mini SlimFit Adapter
12020413 - Quickly transfer Thule Yepp Mini 

between multiple bikes by using an additional 

adapter. 

 
Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini SlimFit 
Adapter
12080402 - Quickly transfer 

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini between multiple  

bikes by using an additional adapter. 
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210105
Slate/Cobalt

210102
Dark Shadow/Slate

210202
Dark Shadow/Slate

210205
Slate/Cobalt

Thule Sapling Elite Thule Sapling
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 Child Carrier Backpacks 

Child Carrier Backpacks - Line at-a-Glance
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210102
Dark Shadow/Slate

210202
Dark Shadow/Slate

210105
Slate/Cobalt

210205
Slate/Cobalt
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Thule Sapling Elite Child Carrier
Thule’s Sapling Elite child carrier safely and  
comfortably carries your precious cargo while on  
the trail and e�ortlessly transitions between  
parents with simple torso and hipbelt adjustments.

FEATURES

• Fully adjustable back panel and hipbelt provide a perfect fit and com-
fortable carry and make the transition between parents quick and easy

• Mesh pockets, hydration reservoir sleeve, a removable backpack and  
a large zippered compartment store water, diapers, clothes, rain gear, and 
other essentials

• Keep essentials close at hand with two extra roomy zippered hipbelt 
pockets that store toys, snacks and gadgets

• Load stabilizer straps allow on-the-go adjustments to the backpack’s 
center of gravity by pulling the child closer to the parent for a more 
comfortable carry 

• Deployable sunshade keeps your child cool and protected from  
the harsh sun

• Plush, height adjustable, ergonomic seat e³ciently distributes  
the child’s weight by providing inner thigh support

Thule Sapling Child Carrier
Thule’s Sapling child carrier safely and comfortably 
carries your precious cargo while on the trail and 
e�ortlessly transitions between parents with simple 
torso and hipbelt adjustments.

FEATURES

• Fully adjustable back panel and hipbelt provide a perfect fit and com-
fortable carry and make the transition between parents quick and easy

• Mesh pockets, hydration reservoir sleeve and two large zippered 
compartments store clothes, water, diapers, rain gear, and other 
essentials

• Keep essentials close at hand with two roomy zippered hipbelt  
pockets that store toys, snacks and gadgets

• Load stabilizer straps allow on-the-go adjustments to the backpack’s 
center of gravity by pulling the child closer to the parent for a more 
comfortable carry 

• Deployable sunshade keeps your child cool and protected from  
the harsh sun

• Plush, height adjustable, ergonomic seat e³ciently distributes  
the child’s weight by providing inner thigh support

Child Carrier Backpacks Child Carrier Backpacks - Accessory

Thule Sapling Child Carrier  
Rain Cover
210300 - Keep your child dry with Thule’s 

packable Sapling Child Carrier Rain Cover.
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10101803
Blue

B
ike Trailers

 Bike Trailers

Thule Coaster XT

Thule Coaster is a durable bicycle trailer that 
provides a safe, comfortable ride and easily 
transforms to a stroller once you reach your 
destination.

FEATURES

• Bicycle Trailer Kit and Stroller Kit included

• Easy conversion from cycling to strolling

• Secure attachment to bike using Thule’s patented ezHitch™

• On-board storage of strolling wheel

• Comfortably seats two children

• HeightRight™ adjustable handlebar for parents comfort

Bike Trailers
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Bike Trailers - Accessories for child comfort Bike Trailers - Accessories for protection of the carrierBike Trailers - Accessories for the bike

 
Thule Infant Sling 
20101000 - Padded sling for your baby’s lateral 

support and maximum stability.     

(Age 1–10 Months)                      

 
Thule Baby Supporter
20101001 - Padded sides and head support to 

ensure your baby sits comfortably upright.

(Age 6–18 Months)   

 
Thule Bunting Bag 
20101002 - Insulated for warmth with a fleece 

liner and adjustable hood. 

(Age Newborn – 2 years old)   

 
Thule Storage Cover
20100784 - Durable fabric cover protects your 

Thule child carrier while not in use. 

 
Thule Rain Cover - Coaster XT
20110700 - Protective Rain Cover for your  

Thule Bicycle Trailer.

 
Thule Bike Adapters
Accessories to make using the bicycle trailer kit 

quick and simple. For details visit thule.com

 
Thule Axle Mount ezHitch™
20100796/20110720 - Allows for your  

Thule child carrier to be used on a second bike.     
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Multisport Trailer Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Chariot 
Sport 1

Thule Chariot 
Sport 2

Thule Chariot 
Cross 1

Thule Chariot 
Cross 2

Thule Chariot 
Lite 1

Thule Chariot 
Lite 2

Thule Chariot 
Cab 2

Thule  
Urban Glide 1

Thule  
Urban Glide 2

Thule  
Glide 1

Thule
Coaster XT 2

MULTISPORT TRAILERS STROLLERS BIKE
TRAILER

Wheel size 20 in 20 in 20 in 20 in 20 in 20 in 20 in 16 in 16 in 18 in 20 in

Handlebar height 89–112 cm
35–44 in

89–112 cm
35–44 in

89–112 cm
35–44 in

89–112 cm
35–44 in

89–112 cm
35–44 in

89–112 cm
35–44 in

95–118 cm
37.5–17.5 in

90–112 cm
35.5–44 in

90–112 cm
35.5–44 in

93–112 cm
36.5–44 in

93–103 cm
37–41 in

Folded LxWxH 85.5x63x37.5 cm 
33.5x25x15 in

85.5x76x37.5 cm 
33.5x30x15 in

85.5x63x37.5 cm 
33.5x25x15 in

85.5x76x37.5 cm 
33.5x30x15 in

85.5x63x37.5 cm 
33.5x25x15 in

85.5x76x37.5 cm 
33.5x30x15 in

110x76x46 cm
43.5x30x18 in

87.5x35x53 cm
34.5x14x21 in

89x35x78 cm
35x14x30.75 in

87.5x23x53 cm
34.5x9x21 in

94x77x28 cm
37x30x11 in

Pass-through 64.5 cm/25.5 in 80 cm/31.5 in 64.5 cm/25.5 in 80 cm/31.5 in 64.5 cm/25.5 in 80 cm/31.5 in 80 cm/31.5 in 65 cm/25.5 in 78 cm/30.75 in 65 cm/25.5 in 78 cm/31 in

Sitting height 68 cm/27 in 68 cm/27 in 68 cm/27 in 68 cm/27 in 68 cm/27 in 68 cm/27 in 71 cm/28 in 53 cm/21 in 53 cm/21 in 53 cm/21 in 60 cm/23.6 in

Shoulder width 39.5 cm/15.5 in 54 cm/21 in 39.5 cm/15.5 in 54 cm/21 in 39.5 cm/15.5 in 54 cm/21 in 54 cm/21 in 34 cm/13.5 in 32 cm/12.5 in 34 cm/13.5 in 58.4 cm/23 in

Weight 14 kg/31 lbs 16 kg/35 lbs 12.5 kg/28 lbs 14.5 kg/32 lbs 11.5 kg/25.5 lbs 12.5 kg/28 lbs 16.5 kg/36.5 lbs 10.5 kg/23 lbs 14 kg/31 lbs 10 kg/22 lbs 11 kg/24 lbs

Total carrier 
weight capacity 34 kg/75 lbs 45 kg/100 lbs 34 kg/75 lbs 45 kg/100 lbs 34 kg/75 lbs 45 kg/100 lbs 45 kg/100 lbs 34 kg/75 lbs 45 kg/100 lbs 34 kg/75 lbs 45 kg/100 lbs

 Technical Specifications
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Child Bike Seat Feature Comparison

Product Name Thule Yepp Nexxt  
Mini

Thule Yepp 
Mini

Thule RideAlong  
Mini

Thule Yepp Nexxt 
Maxi

Thule Yepp 
Maxi Thule RideAlong Thule RideAlong  

Lite

FRONT-MOUNTED SEATS REAR-MOUNTED SEATS

Magnetic easy-to-use  
safety buckle • •

Childproof safety buckle • • • • • • •

Protection wing • •

5-point safety harness • • • • •

3-point safety harness • •

Built-in reflector • • • •

Quick release from bike • • • • • • •

Height-adjustable harness • • • • • • •

Height-adjustable foot rests • • • • • • •

Foot straps • • • • • • •

Reclining seat •

Shock-absorbing and  
easy-to-clean material • • • •

Removable seat padding • •

Light-weight seat • •

Child’s age and weight 9 months*–3 years
up to 15 kg/33 lbs

9 months*–3 years
up to 15 kg/33 lbs

9 months*–3 years
up to 15 kg/33 lbs

9 months*–6 years
up to 22 kg/48.5 lbs

9 months*–6 years
up to 22 kg/48.5 lbs

9 months*–6 years
up to 22 kg/48.5 lbs

9 months*–6 years
up to 22 kg/48.5 lbs

Seat weight 1.9 kg/4.2 lbs** 3.5 kg/7.7 lbs 2.7 kg/10 lbs 3 kg/6.6 lbs** 4.6 kg/3.8 lbs EF 5 kg/11 lbs 4.3 kg/9.5 lbs**

  * Consult a pediatrician for children under 1 year old  ** Estimated weight

Multisport Trailer Feature Comparison

Product Name Thule Chariot 
Sport

Thule Chariot 
Cross

Thule Chariot 
Lite

Thule Chariot 
Cab

Hand-activated disc brakes •

Zip o� windows •

Extra comfortable seats •

Lockable •

XXL cargo space •

XL cargo space • •

Reclining seat • • •

Adjustable suspension • • •

Suspension • • • •

Click n’ Store • • • •

Multi-position handlebar • • • •

Compact fold • • • •

4 activities (bike, stroll, jog, ski) • • • •

4 seasons, all-weather protection • • • •

Durable and safe carrier • • • •

* Not optimized for jogging - jogging kit can be used as an all terrain-wheel

*
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Product Name Thule Yepp Nexxt 
Mini

Thule Yepp 
Mini

Thule RideAlong 
Mini

Thule Yepp Nexxt 
Maxi

Thule Yepp 
Maxi Thule RideAlong Thule RideAlong 

Lite

FRONT-MOUNTED SEATS REAR-MOUNTED SEATS

Attachment to bike

Thule RideAlong Quick Release Bracket • •

Thule Yepp Maxi Frame Adapter* •

Thule RideAlong Mini Quick Release Bracket •

Thule Yepp Mini SlimFit Adapter •

Thule Yepp Mini Ahead Adapter •

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini SlimFit Adapter •
Adapters

Thule RideAlong Low Saddle Adapter • •

Thule Yepp Maxi EasyFit Adapter** •

Thule Yepp Maxi EasyFit Carrier XL •
Child comfort

Thule RideAlong Padding •

Thule RideAlong Mini Padding •

Thule RIdeAlong Mini Windscreen •

Thule RideAlong Mini Handlebar Padding •

Thule Yepp Mini Handlebar Padding • • •

Thule Yepp Mini Handlebar Padding Mi�y • • •

Thule Yepp Mini Windscreen • •

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini Handlebar Padding • • •

Thule Yepp Nexxt Mini Windscreen • •
Safety

Thule Yepp Maxi Delight 2 •

Thule Yepp Nexxt Rear Light •
Protection

Thule Yepp Maxi Rain Cover • •

Thule Yepp Mini Rain Cover • •

Child Bike Seat Accessory Compatibility

Product Name Thule Chariot 
Sport 1

Thule Chariot 
Sport 2

Thule Chariot 
Cross 1

Thule Chariot 
Cross 2

Thule Chariot 
Lite 1

Thule Chariot 
Lite 2

Thule Chariot 
Cab 2

Thule  
Urban Glide 1

Thule  
Urban Glide 2

Thule  
Glide 1

Thule
Coaster XT 2

MULTISPORT TRAILERS STROLLERS BIKE
TRAILER

Kits
Thule Chariot  
Jogging Kit* • • • • • • •

Thule Chariot Cross-
Country Skiing Kit • • • • • • •

Child comfort
Thule Chariot Infant 
Sling • • • • • • •

Thule Infant Sling •

Thule Baby Supporter • • • • • • • • • • •

Thule Bunting Bag • • • • • • • • • • •

Thule Bassinet • • •

Thule Infant Car Seat 
Adapter • • •

Extra storage

Thule Cargo Rack* • • • • • • •

Thule Console* • • • • • • • • • •

Protection for carrier

Thule Storage Cover • • • • • • • •

Thule Rain Cover** • • • •

Thule Mesh Cover** • • •

Added convenience

Thule Chariot Brake Kit • • • • •

Thule Chariot Lock Kit • • • • •

Thule Chariot Padding* • • • • •

Thule Hydration Cage • • • • • • • • • •

Thule Snack Tray* • • •

For bike

Thule Bike Adapters • • • • • • • •

* Accessories vary depending on wether it is a double or a single carrier  ** Accessory vary depending on model

Trailer and Stroller Accessory Compatibility

  * Only compatible with Thule Yepp Maxi, Frame-mounted  ** Only compatible with Thule Yepp Maxi, Rack-mounted



Bring your life
Thule was established in Sweden in 1942. And ever since then, we’ve made it our business to bring you 
closer to the world and your passion for life. We are an international group of people united by our own 
passion for helping active families and outdoor enthusiasts.

Thule helps you transport anything you care for safely, easily and in style so that you are free to live  
your active life. We believe in the value of an active life – whether you’re in the city or the great outdoors. 
For our own health and happiness as human beings, and ultimately for the respect and care we then 
give to the world around us.

Whatever your passion, whatever your pursuit. Wherever you’re going, whatever you’re bringing. 
With Thule, you’re free to live your active life to the full.

www.thule.com
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Thule Sweden AB
Box 69, SE-330 33 Hillerstorp, Sweden.
Tel +46 370-255 00, Fax +46 370-229 08.
www.thule.com




